Bill Wheeler
Stage hypnotist and entertainer
Stage Hypnotist Bill Wheeler’s comedy hypnosis show,
can only be described in one word, “Mesmerizing”.
With his performance as a hypnotist being both
dynamic and electrifying,
Bill Wheeler combines the mystic art of hypnosis with a
natural comedic flair, to produce an innovative stage
production for audiences of all ages.
After spending over a decade as one of Sydney’s
premier club DJ’s, entertaining thousands of people
nationally and internationally, Bill Wheeler now
dedicates his life to the entertaining and healing
benefits of Hypnosis.
It only seemed natural that with his entertainment background that Bill Wheeler take his hypnotic
skill to the stage producing a high energy stage hypnosis show that will have audiences roaring
with laughter.
His on-stage volunteers become the stars of the show, as Bill Wheeler takes them deep down into a
hypnotic trance, enabling them the opportunity to experience heightened creativity, increased
relaxation and sharpened mental empowerment – all to the unending delight of audiences.
It is with his participants in this hypnotized state, that Bill Wheeler builds his enormously
entertaining performance, with his fast-paced wit in a superb, unforgettable one of a kind
performance.
Each participant that is on the stage, will react differently to the suggestions offered, so no two
shows are ever alike! Because of this unique factor, Bill Wheeler is able to personalize the
performance to fit any event or corporate function. A performance is 60 – 90 minutes of pure
enlightening fun!!
If you want your next event to be one you will never forget, then look no further than the hypnotic
genius of Stage Hypnotist Bill Wheeler.
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